TEXWRAP®

BEVERAGE & CANNING SOLUTIONS

TEKKRA 100 SERIES | TEKKRA 1000 SERIES | KAYAT SRX SERIES
SHRINK BUNDLING SYSTEMS
THE TEXWRAP ADVANTAGE

- Texwrap has the unique ability to design, manufacture and supply custom product handling infeeds, accessories and tunnels with our hallmark turnkey shrink packaging solutions.
- Texwrap partners with our customers to find the best, most reliable system for their application by using our wide portfolio of shrink solutions and experience.
- Texwrap has worked with beverage and canning facilities large and small, helping each determine the ideal solution for their operation.

In the ever-changing beverage and canning industry, companies have had to adjust to evolving consumer demands and trends while maintaining production. Many have turned to automation to combat the shortage of skilled labor as well. As trends of sustainability, functionality, convenience and health consciousness drive SKU expansion to these already burdened lines, suppliers seek trusted, experienced packaging automation vendors.

Texwrap’s shrink packaging expertise spans decades - working with large and small operations throughout the food and beverage industries. Ranging from regional producers needing medium speed capability, to the largest national brands requiring extreme high-speed custom solutions.

Regardless of the speed required, Texwrap’s heavy duty and reliable shrink packaging systems can improve efficiency, reduce labor costs, increase production and better utilize your operating space. The quality and durability of Texwrap equipment provides the lowest total cost of ownership available in the market today.
TEKRA BUNDLING SOLUTIONS

Robust, industrial shrink bundlers designed for reliability and creating a consistent end package for slow to moderate speeds. Tekkra bundlers utilize dual rolls of clear film.

**TEKRA 100 Series Inline Bundler**
- Wraps products in a tray
- Intermittent motion wrapper
- Ideal for applications at slow to moderate speeds* requiring a bullseye closure
- Accepts dual rolls clear film

**TEKRA 1000 Series Inline Bundler**
- Wraps products placed in a tray or on a pad and those that do not require assistance to remain upright
- Continuous motion wrapper
- Ideal for tray wrapping applications at moderate speeds* requiring a bullseye or side tack closure
- Accepts dual rolls clear film

**KAYAT SRX SERIES BUNDLERS**

Designed to handle a wide variety of packaged food and beverage products in print registered film. The SRX series has a robust, industrial design while providing easy access for operation and maintenance.

**KAYAT SRX-CTF**
- Wraps products in a tray
- Continuous motion wrapper
- Ideal for tray wrapping applications at moderate to high speeds* requiring a bullseye or side tack closure
- Accepts single roll of clear or print registered film

* Speeds dependent on product size
Texwrap provides high-quality stand-alone machinery and systems to produce commercially attractive shrink wrapped and shrink bundled products that are protected for storage and shipping. We provide one of the most comprehensive lines of cost-effective high-speed shrink wrapping and bundling solutions for a variety of applications including L-bar sealers, continuous motion side sealers, intermittent motion side sealers, lap sealers, and vertical wrappers, as well as tunnels, conveyors, and infeeds. We also specialize in designing and building systems for e-commerce packaging, as well as custom systems to fit unique applications for a variety of shaped products.

We have a network of highly-trained packaging distributor partners to better serve our customers. These partnerships ensure the best machinery and application fit, smooth startup, reliable local service, and long-term return on investment.